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 This journal can be an invaluable section of the program to help keep you on the right track toward your
goals of having a better brain and an improved body. Amen created a wonderful daily journal to help you
keep an eye on your important numbers and your daily progress.Dr. The CYB CYB Daily Journal Contains: -A
detailed list of Your Important Numbers -10 Summary Lessons -A daily calorie and mind healthful habit
trackers -Weekly progress summaries -Daily positive human brain health reminders
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The Book was Great!! The Journal is really a waste of money You can log in information regarding weight,
food, your goals, etc in this journal that you will be to keep each day. But there really isn't anything
particular about it--just get a .59 notebook, follow what he recommends tracking in the book and save lots
of money. There are quotes on almost every other page--but they are from the book--so again, i find this
as spending additional money on something that can be in the book.I really do believe that the book is great
and value your time and effort and attention. Simply save your money and don't purchase the journal. An
excellent body/mind/soul strategy. Otherwise, in good shape, but surely not new. Amen's book and material
are great. But i want to be honest in order that people understand what they're getting into. in good
shape, but surely not new Although it stated it was NEW..! I like Dr Amen's phsiological/scientific approach
to managing your brain and your body. The trunk cover was a bit torn.I'm sorry to provide a poor review
as Dr. Compatible with similar diet/eating plans I have complete a month of the journal and it has been
really beneficial to track what I am eating, the number of calories, my energy levels, my exercise, taking
my health supplements, my goals, my gratitudes, my energy levels, etc etc. Tracking what, when and how
exactly we do things helps us to view where we have to change and how to go about changing. The product
itself is certainly great. I think I'm a little Put or something, cause I find this framework really helpful.
It could be difficult to track my physical/emotional symptoms to my diet/products/physical activity when

I don't in fact write them down. There was food or something trapped to leading cover and grease areas
soaked through the cover. Five Stars Exactly what I was looking for! It is usually at about a month into a
diet that I commence to falter, but this journal can be keeping me to task. I am being "recommended"
supplements by a Dr. in useful medicine, therefore i haven't ordered the health supplements that Dr Amen
recommends/sells. Each of them appear to be pretty in keeping with what my own doctor can be
recommending I take. If it had been $5 i would contemplate it worthwhile---but not really for anything
more than that. ... is certainly my third journal of Dr Amen's - I love it and use it daily That is my third
journal of Dr Amen's - I really like it and use it daily.! Tracking is great. I already experienced one and
bought this one for something special, but might just give them mine. Too complicated I love Dr. Very
effective tool for self-improvement!d.d.Method too complicated .! Very informative. Wonderful journal This
journal has everything I usually wished a journal would contain.! Amens work, but this journal really was
overpowering for a..! I've used many,many journals through the years and this is the best because it
encourages us to think beyond just diet and excercise.! It makes a difference in my day. Very effective
tool to improve one's human brain and body wellness!! It can help me on many, many levels, from
remembering all that I have to be grateful for, to reminding myself of my hopes, dreams and goals, and
keeping myself responsible for and documenting my daily fitness plan and eating plan. Excellent Organized
manual. I've kind of combined his diet suggestions with Dr Mark Hyman, Dr Schwartzbein, and the Skinny
Bitches to create my own direction based on how Personally i think, etc. Very Informative. Five Stars
Excellent Great Transaction Very nice publication in great condition!
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